I. Introduction
Now a days biometric techniques for personal identification are more reliable as compared to traditional methods. The term "biometrics" is originated from the Greek words bio and metric, "bio" means "like" and "metric" means "to measure". Most secure biometric personal identification methods based on physiological or behavioral characters are DNA, fingerprint, face, iris etc. They are mainly used in security and civilian applications. Iris based biometric identification technique is described here. Iris recognition is defined as the process of personal recognition by analyzing the iris pattern of that particular person. Iris recognition systems offer more accuracy than traditional personal identification methods like passwords, ID cards, ATM cards, these methods can be easily forgotten, lost or stolen. Iris is a part of eye, thin, circular in shape, present in between pupil and sclera. The eye color is specified by the color of iris. The size and diameter of the pupil is controlled by iris. Iris is unique to each person and to each eye. Over a life time the iris pattern is stable, so it provide noninvasiveness, high uniqueness, stability etc. Iris recognition is a complex process, it comprises of mainly four steps. Iris normalization, iris segmentation, feature extraction and recognition. The process of eliminating noise from iris image is iris normalization. Which is done by using different kinds of filters. Normalization is done at the first step because the presence of noise in the image leads to improper iris code. Iris segmentation is used to locate objects and boundaries in an image. Purpose of segmentation is to partition an image in to meaningful regions with respect to a particular application. Feature extraction is the key step in iris recognition system. Many methods are used in feature extraction are discrete wavelet transform, contourlet transform and histogram of oriented gradients. Wavelet transform splits the signal in to basis function sets, called wavelets. The single prototype, from which the wavelets are obtained is called mother wavelets. Wavelet analysis is used to represent functions or data. It is a mathematical technique used for nonstationary signal representation with high efficiency. Decomposition of wavelet is a multiresolution analysis, it decomposes images in to scaling functions and wavelet coefficients [1] [2] [3] . Contourlet transform (CT) is a new two dimensional non separable transform. CT is a new geometrical image transform, includes images of contours and textures. It is composed of Directional Filter Bank (DFB) and Laplacian Pyramid (LP). Laplacian Pyramid performs sub band decomposition of images and DFB analyzes the detail image [7] . Histogram of Oriented Gradient descriptors is based on local appearance and shape. HoG implementation can be achieved by dividing the image into cells and for each cell compiling a histogram of gradient directions [13] [14] . Calculate the feature coefficients from feature extraction and the feature vectors are formed by arranging the feature coefficients in vector form. Each feature vector is compared with the feature vector of image in the database.
II. Proposed System
Iris recognition is defined as the process of personal recognition by analyzing the iris pattern of that particular person. Iris recognition systems offer more accuracy than traditional personal identification methods like passwords, ID cards, ATM cards, these methods can be easily forgotten, lost or stolen. Iris recognition is a complex process, it comprises of mainly four steps. Iris normalization, iris segmentation, feature extraction and recognition. General steps in iris recognition system are shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Basic Block Diagram
First step is to capture the iris image, which is visible properly in the image. Pre-processing is applied on the input iris image for removing the noise.
A. Iris Normalization
Iris normalization is the process of removing noise from iris images by using different kinds of filters. Normalization is done at the first step because the presence of noise in the image leads to improper iris code. A Gaussian filter can be effectively used to remove such kind of noise from images. A Gaussian filter is considered to have the best trade of between noise removal and blurring.
B. Pupil Extraction
The darkest portion of eye is called pupil and it does not carry any information, so it can be removed. There are various steps involved in pupil extraction process. First one is image normalization, second step is grayscale to binary conversion, third step is edge detection. Canny edge detection is the best for iris application.
C. Iris Segmentation
Iris segmentation is used to locate objects and boundaries in an image. Purpose of segmentation is to partition an image in to meaningful regions with respect to a particular application. (ii) Starting from 0 degree rotate the arm with suitable step size.
(iii) When a rotating arm is positioned at a particular angle from 0 degree, collect all the pixels along the rotating arm from R1 to R2 and arrange them in a column.
(iv) Move the rotating arm to next angular position, collect all the pixels along it from R1 to R2 and arrange them in the next column, in this way the desired portion of iris is scanned and rubber sheet is prepared [1] . 
E. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the key step in iris recognition system. Many methods are used in feature extraction are discrete wavelet transform, contourlet transform.
Discrete Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform splits the signal in to basis function sets, called wavelets. The single prototype, from which the wavelets are obtained is called mother wavelets. Wavelet analysis is used to represent functions or data. It is a mathematical technique used for nonstationary signal representation with high efficiency [2] . Decomposition of wavelet is a multiresolution analysis, it decomposes images in to scaling functions and wavelet coefficients. In DWT, signal energy is concentrates to specific wavelet coefficients. It converts images in to a series of wavelets. And it can be saved efficiently than pixel blocks. Representing signal in time scale is obtained by using digital filtering. The two dimensional transform decompose the original image into different channels, they are low-low, low-high, high-low, high-high. The decomposition can be applied to the low frequency channel (LL) to generate decomposition at the next level [3] .
Contourlet Transform
The two dimensional extension of the wavelet transform is known as contourlet transform. It composed of directional filter bank and multiscale. The contourlet expansion contains basis images with different orientations in multiple scales and flexible aspect ratio. So it can effectively capture smooth contours. It is the combination of Laplacian Pyramid (LP) and Directional Filter Bank (DFB). Laplacian Pyramid performs sub band decomposition of images and DFB analyzes the detail image. DFB was designed to capture the high frequency directionality of the input image and it is poor on handling low frequency content, hence the DFB is combined with the LP, where low frequency of the input image is removed before applying DFB, where the whole spectrum is divided both angularly and radially and the number of directions is increased with frequency [7] [17].
F. Feature Code Generation and Comparison
Rubber sheet output is divided into various blocks of sizes (8X8) and applying transforms on each block. Take average value of all the coefficients in each block for generating feature coefficients. All the feature coefficients arranged in vector form, are called as feature vector [1] .
Feature Vector Generation for DWT
The rubber sheet output of iris image is divided into blocks and applying DWT on each block. Here DWT is applied up to 8 th decomposition level. Take only last approximate coefficient from each level and arrange them in vector form.
Feature Vector Generation for CT
Contourlet transform is applied on each block of rubber sheet output. CT is the combination of laplacian pyramid and directional filter bank. The filter bank outputs obtained are arranged in the form of vectors.
III. Feature Extraction
Another method of feature extraction is Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG). Which is directly applied on the grey scale iris image. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HoG) are based on appearance. The feature vectors are used for window detection and computed appearance based features. Each window is divided in to 8x8 pixel cells and each group of cells of size 2x2 are integrated in to a block. These blocks are arranged in sliding manner so overlapping will occur. Each cells contain 9 bin HoG, concatenated vectors of cells are contains in each block. The HoG features are local geometrical changes and invariant to illumination, many recent studies have used them to detect iris. The descriptors of HoG has many advantages over other ones. Therefore HOG operates on all types of local cells. Histogram of oriented gradients are invariant to photometric and geometric transformations, except object orientation. This technique counts occurrences of orientation of gradients in all localized parts of interest and window detection. Algorithm: (1) Gradient computation (2) Orientation binning (3) Descriptor blocks (4) Block normalization [14] .
The magnitude and phase equations are,
Θ (x, y) = tan -1 (f y (x, y)/ f x (x, y))
IV. Result And Discussions
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we tested our algorithm on CUHK or CASIA database. Unlike fingerprints and face, there is no reasonably sized public domain iris database. On CUHK Iris Image Dataset from Hong Kong University that contains images from 36 persons with maximum 7 images from every one, we randomly choose 10 images and withdrew them from database in every test to have nonuniformly distributed data. The database used in the experimentation consists of 252 different iris images from CUHK iris image database. CUHK iris database is the only public domain database available. Size of each database iris image is 280x 320. In this database there are 36 different subjects. Each subject has contributed to seven different images of same eye. Thus there are a total of 252 (36 x 7) images in the database. Among the seven images four are taken in first session and other three are taken in second session [8] .
The time of computation for recognition process is tabulated in Table I . The time of computation is higher for DWT as compared to CT, and lesser for HoG as compared to the other two. False acceptance rate is the measurement of how many imposter users are falsely accepted in to the system as genuine users. FAR is tabulated in Table II . FAR is lesser in HoG as compared to DWT and CT. False rejection rate is the measurement of how many genuine users are falsely rejected by the system as imposter. FRR is tabulated in Table III . FRR is lesser in HoG as compared to DWT and CT. Recognition rate is the measurement of how many users are correctly recognized from the total users. Recognition rate is tabulated in Table IV . Recognition rate is higher in HoG as compared to DWT and CT. 
V. Conclusion
In this thesis three different feature extraction methods for iris recognition were used such as DWT, CT and HoG. In DWT, Daubechies2 wavelet transform was approached with 8 th level decomposition for feature extraction and feature vector generation. By using this method an efficiency of 98.02% is achieved for 12.16 seconds. In CT, the combination of laplacian pyramid and directional filter bank, has an efficiency of 98.13% for 11.33 seconds which is better when compared with DWT. In HoG, 99.2% efficiency is obtained for 8.33 seconds. The results shows that the HoG has better recognition rate, lesser time of computation, less FAR, and less FRR as compared to the other two.
